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About This Content

The Zombie Island of Dr. Ned is the first Add-On for Borderlands with new enemy types, new missions, and new ... surprises.
The Jakobs Corporation would like to invite you to experience the splendor of a corporate owned small town known as Jakobs
Cove. Any rumors you may have heard about the "undead" walking our streets are completely preposterous and we officially

deny them all. If those rumors turn out to be true simply purchase a firearm from the conveniently located Jakobs Brand
Vending Machines and aim for the head. Also, would you mind saving our employees? (Non-union only please)
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5 New Areas to Explore

Dozens of New Missions

New Enemies to Eviscerate

Multiplayer options may have changed, please see the main title for more information
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Roaming the procedural generated rooms you'll find yourself learning the behavior's of mobs to dodge and outgun them.
Utilized with an attack, special attack and an ability both of which are valuable resources just like your health force you to be as
efficient with the item drops, special events and randomized item stores.
It's a challenge and you'll die, but you'll restart again and again because it's simply addictive.
Controller and your concentration strongly recommended.

Quick review to spread awareness of this game while its 50%.. As a fan of the first one, this is a VERY welcome addition.
All of the things you love about BH are here+soooo much more. The visuals are more refined, the games OST is fantastic, and
the new bosses, oh boy the new bosses.

Now I am very aware the game is far from perfect in its curent itteration as this game just popped on the early access system,
and that will for sure deter some people, but that will be holding no bearing on my enjoyment of this game as it continues to be
refined.

I look forward to keep playing more of this, and to how it progresses throughout early access!
. A bad Battlefield clone that somehow managed to make everything it copied worse. Drone mechanics were the only interesting
thing and even then nowhere near worthwhile.

Single Player isn't worth♥♥♥♥♥♥either.. I had like 200 hours on this back in 07. Because I was in the 5th grade and had
nothing better to do. This game was ahead of it's time. Very unrealistic range engagements and turret turn times. But you know
what? Flight mechanics are great, the ships handled amazing, this thing was superior to silent hunter. It was actually a all around
great game and it still is. The multiplayer is nonexistent because of the tragic passing of game spy. The game is moddable, and is
fun as hell. The game battlestations pacific is far superior in the longest run. But this is worth a pick up.. Your friend Albea
passed away recently and her husband, Grendel, asks you to come to him. He reveals that he's haunted by her ghost. However,
Grendel is killed mysteriously while you were seeing Albea's ghost. You're arrested by the police and escaped custody. It's time
to investigate the mystery around Grendel and Albea.

I never completed the game before because of a big problem that I will explain later. However, I wanted to review it, so I
replayed it and I can say that the plot is interesting. Them - The Summoning is the first chapter of a more complex story - I
didn't check if it was the only game or if there are more. Anyway, there are several twists in the story.

The gameplay is purely an hidden object game, with an inventory to complete items or to find others. In other words, you will
be given a list of items to find. Some of them are hidden in drawers but they're not signaled. And if you want to unlock the
extras, you have to find 10 bonus objects. You don't know what they are, in other words, click randomly to find them. And to
top that, the items are very very small or sometimes, you're asking yourself if it was really visible. If you play in Standard, you
don't have any chance to have an hint. In Easy, at least, after some minutes, it's blinking or being shown. And the HUD is also
on hidden objects by moments. You're not really enjoying the hidden objects scenes. The puzzles are just anecdotic.
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The graphics are acceptable, however, the HUD isn't making justice to the them and is completely impersonal. The drawings in
the custscenes are also very good. The soundtrack is also good. But it's not really enough. When you see the menu, the old
school buttons don't give you any envy.

In other words, Them - The Summoning isn't that bad. However, I didn't really enjoy the hidden objects scenes. I'm convinced
by the story but as it's disserved by many problems... My conclusion is that Them - The Summoning cannot be recommended
unless you're an hardcore hidden object gamer.. Bejeweled over and over again
"Color Bonus!!!"
yeah sure....
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pretty much what i would expect from a free in-browser game about 7 years ago. not fun, interesting, or interactive.. This counts
as one of the DLC's in the season pass?
Damn, I feel this is severly lacking in content; 30 minutes of play, tops, and no new story.

For shame.

And I just noticed the price >:(

You as developers did a bad thing and you should feel bad.

I LOVE Xenoverse 2, but seriously, get your s h i t together.. This game is *not* polished. The UI is a mess, there's 0 tutorial,
and sometimes some really basic functions just fail to work. It was likened to "world of goo", and in a lot of ways it *is* similar,
but it's world of goo that's been wrung through the wringer a few times, and dragged behind a car for a couple of miles. I love
LOTR world, also the physical LCG card games from FFG. They make a digital game, I saw it and I had a doubt on it. Now I'm
playing 2 tutorial quests and I think they did a good job. Artworks still the best, LOTR world immerse, good AI and I realy love
the voice acting for every quest and also in game.
Worth a try from LOTR fans or physical fans of the game.. Doesn't even run stable, let alone work.
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